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Moderately \( \frac{\bar{s}}{4} = \text{ca. 104} \ (\frac{\bar{s}}{4} = \frac{\bar{s}}{4}) \)

SA

Basses

\[ \text{Hoo} \quad \text{hoo} \quad \text{hoo} \quad \text{hoo} \]

Hoo

\[ \text{Tenors} \quad \text{hoo} \quad \text{hoo} \quad \text{hoo} \]

\[ \text{Some-one’s walk-in’ with a cross,} \]

\[ \text{on a dry and dusty road.} \]
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walk-in' with a cross; what a heavy, heavy load. 

Hoo what a heavy, heavy load. 

Some-one's walk-in' with a cross; with each step He's slow-in' down. 

Hoo hoo hoo

He's slow-in' down walk-in' with a cross. 

and He falls on to the ground. 

Carry my cross for me, O Lord.
Some-one is walk-in’ with a cross; with each
gather ’round. My Lord’s walk-in’, see Him walk-in’,
step He’s slow-in’ down. Some-one’s walk-in’ with a cross,
and He’s slow-in’ down. My Lord’s___
and He’s walk-in’ to set me free___
walk-in’, walk-in’ to set me free___
carried my sins for me. He

suffered and died for me. My Lord

suffered upon that

He suffered for me.

He suffered for me.